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TAMING AND THE POINCARÉ CONJECTURE
BY

t. l. thickstun

Abstract. L. Glaser and L. Siebenmann have shown that the double

suspension of a homotopy 3-sphere is homeomorphic to the 5-sphere. This

result, together with a well-known characterization of S3 due to R. H. Bing,

is used to establish a relationship between the Poincaré conjecture and two

conjectures concerned with taming embeddings in higher dimensions. One

of the two conjectures, each of which implies the Poincaré conjecture, states,

in effect, that a codimension two sphere is tame if it is tame "modulo" a

tame disk contained in it.

Introduction. In this paper a relationship between the 3-dimensional Poin-

caré conjecture and two higher dimensional taming conjectures is established.

The principal tools, other than standard P.L. topology, are the following two

theorems:

Theorem (Glaser [5], Siebenmann [11]). If M3 is a homotopy 3-sphere

(3-ball) then the double suspension of M3 is homeomorphic to S5 (B5).

Theorem (Bing [2]). If M3 is a closed 3-manifold in which every embedded

circle can be engulfed then M3 is homeomorphic to Ss.

Definitions necessary for the understanding of these theorems as well as

those stated in §1 are found in §2. Throughout this paper the maps and

homeomorphisms referred to are not necessarily P.L. unless stated to be.

Regular neighborhood theory for polyhedra is used repeatedly. References

are [1] and [4].

I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to the referees,

who made numerous helpful suggestions as well as corrections in the original

version of this paper. In particular, the organization of the proof of Theorem

3 as well as part of the proof itself are due to one of the referees.

1. Statement of results.

Theorem 1. Let M3 be a homology 3-sphere and K a subpolyhedron
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homeomorphic to a wedge of circles. If there exists a degree one split map co:

Ç2"M3, ¿¿"K) -> S"+3 for some n, such that w|2^ is a P.L. homeomorphism

onto its image, and if

(«W-2-*)#: "Á™3 - 2"K)^n(S»+3 - aÇZ'K))

is a monomorphism, then K can be engulfed in M3.

Corollary 1. Let M3 be a homology 3-sphere, K a subpolyhedron

homeomorphic to a wedge of circles, and zo: 2"M3 -> Sn+3 a homeomorphism. If

(¿\z»K is tame then K can be engulfed.

Theorem 2. Let M3 be a homology 3-sphere and K a subpolyhedron

homeomorphic to a wedge of circles which is a P.L. spine of one of the

handlebodies of a Heegaard splitting of M3. If there exists a degree one, split

map a: (2"M3, 2"K)-*Sn+3 for some n, such that (¿yK is a P.L.

homeomorphism onto its image, then M3 is homeomorphic to S3.

Corollary 2. Let M3 be a homology 3-sphere and K a subpolyhedron

homeomorphic to a wedge of circles, which is a P.L. spine of one of the

handlebodies of a Heegaard splitting of M3. If there exists a degree one split

map co: (2Z"M3, 1L"K) -» S"+3 for some n, such that (c\^K is tame, then M3 is

homeomorphic to S3.

Note. In the conjectures stated below we refer implicitly to a P.L. structure

on Sn+3/e(D") where e: D" -> Sn+3 is a P.L. embedding. This P.L. structure

is defined as follows. If (A", A) is a compact polyhedral pair there exists a

homeomorphism

ft: X/A -*X-N(A) UMa) C(Ñ(A))

for which h(A/A) = p. Here N(A) denotes the P.L. regular neighborhood of

A in X, Ñ(A) its boundary, C(Ñ(A)) the cone over Ñ(A) andp the cone

point. The polyhedral structure of X/A is taken to be the one induced on

X/A by this homeomorphism (see [3, Theorem 10.2]). Also note that in the

case (X, A) = (Sn+3, e(D")) there is a P.L. homeomorphism ft: Sn+3/e(Dn)

-» S"+3 because f?(7>") is ambiently isotopic to D" -» S"+3 (the standard

inclusion) by virtue of the codimension.

Conjecture l„. Let (S",Dn) be the standard pair and e: S"+x -» Sn+3

an embedding, polyhedral with respect to a possibly noncombinatorial

triangulation of S"+3, such that e\D„ is P.L. with respect to the standard

triangulation of Sn+3. Let h: Sn+3/e(D") -> Sn+3 be a P.L. homeomorphism

and <?„: Sn+X/D" -> S"+3/e(D") the embedding induced by e. If ft ° <?, is

tame, then e must be tame.

Conjecture 2„. Let A" be a wedge of k circles, p the wedge point, and e:

(2"K, 2"p)^>(Sn+3, Dn) an embedding with eÇS,"p) = D", polyhedral with
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respect to a possibly noncombinatorial triangulation of Sn+3. Furthermore,

suppose Sn+3 - e(2"7) is homeomorphic to R" x Hk (where Hk is a solid

handlebody of genus k). Let h: Sn+3/eÇZnp) -> Sn+3 be a P.L.

homeomorphism and t?t: 2"7/2'p -» S"+3/eÇ£,"p) the embedding induced

by e. If h ° e„ is tame, then e is tame.

Theorem 3. If Conjecture 1„ is true for some n > 3, then the 3-dimensional

Poincaré conjecture is true.

Theorem 4. If Conjecture 2„ is true for some n > 3, then the 3-dimensional

Poincaré conjecture is true.

2. Definitions.

Definition 1. The nth suspension of a space X, denoted by ~2PX, is defined

inductively by ~2XX = X X [-1, 1] \jp (-1, 1} (sometimes written as A' X

[-1, l]/p), where p: X X ( — 1, l}->{ —1, 1} is projection. The suspension

points of a single suspension, 2 A", are — 1 and 1 (usually denoted p0 andp,). If

{Po'Pi} are the suspension points of ~ZX and {a0, a,} those of ~ZY, then/:

"2.X -» 2 Y is aproper map of suspensions if f~x(q¡) = p¡, i = 0, 1.

Note that for each a G (— 1, 1) we have an injection /a: 7 -» 27 defined

by '„(•*) ■* (*> a)- By abuse of notation we will write (27, 7) to mean

(27, i0(L)). Similarly, if (Lx, L2) is a pair of spaces, we will refer to 7, — L2

(meaning /0(7| — L^) as a subspace of 27, — 2L2.

Definition 2. A topological embedding e: L -> AT of a polyhedron into a

P.L. manifold is tame if there exists a homeomorphism h: M^> M such that

A ° e: L -» Af" is polyhedral.

Definition 3. A map/: (X, ,4) -> 7 is split if f~\f (A)) = A and f~\f(X
— A)) = X — A. If X is a manifold and /I a compact submanifold of

codimension 0, we term / split under the weaker condition f(X — A) n /04)

C/(6V1).
Definition 4. A map/: A/" -> N" of compact manifolds with boundary is

proper if/(3A/n) c dN" (i.e./: (A/", 3A/n) -* (A"1, cW") is a map of pairs).

Definition 5. A map /: X -» Y of homology «-spheres (not necessarily

manifolds) is of degree one if /„: //n(Ar) -» 77,(7) is an isomorphism. (Atoe:

The term homology 3-sphere will always refer to a closed 3-manifold.) A map

of closed orientable n-manifolds,/: M" -» N", is of degree one if/„: Hn(M")

-» H„(Nn) is an isomorphism. A proper map of compact orientable «-mani-

folds /: (AT, 8Af)^(A/n, 3A/") is of degree one if /„: 7/„(A/n, 9A/n)^

H„(N", dN") is an isomorphism.

Definition 6. A subset A" of a P.L. manifold M" can be engulfed in A/" if

there exists a subpolyhedron G;" of M" such that X E Q" and g" ¡s a P-L-

ball.
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3. Background lemmas.

Lemma 1. Letf: (M", L) -*W" be a split map (not necessarily P.L.) of P.L.

manifolds with L a compact subpolyhedron of M" and f(L) a subpolyhedron of

W". Then f is homotopic to a split map of pairs, f: (M", NL)^>(W", NftL)),

withf\N proper, where NL and Nf,L) are regular neighborhoods of L and f(L).

Furthermore, z/(/|a/»_¿)#: ^\(M" — L) -» wx(W" — f(L)) is a monomorphism

then (f\M"-NL)#: Vi(M" — NL) -> trx(W" — Ñ^L-¡) is also a monomorphism.

Proof. Let Nj,L) be a regular neighborhood of f(L). By continuity of/we

can choose a regular neighborhood NL of L in M" sufficiently close that

f(NL) c NKLy Also, wehave/(A/¿ - L) C Nm - f(L) because /(M" - L)

C W" - f(L). Now/(Af — NL) does not intersect/(L) and is compact, so

we can choose a smaller regular neighborhood Nj,L) of f(L) such that

f(M" - NL)nNJ(L) - 0 and, therefore, f(dNL) c Nf(L) - N}(L). By regular
neighborhood theory there exists a P.L. homeomorphism ft: Nj(L) — NjIL)

-+dNjIL) X [— 1, 1], and we can choose this homeomorphism so that

Hf(^L))cdN/a)x[-¡,^2],

f(NL) c iv;a)u h-\mmx[-\, I])

and/(M" - NL) misses N}{L) u h~\c)Nm X [-1, - ±]). Let ç>: [-1, l]->

[—1, 1] be a proper P.L. map such that <p-1(0) = [— \, \\ but <p is one-one

off of [-i, {]. The map

ft-' » (id x <p) o h: Nf(L) - n;(l) -> NfCL) -» jvya)

is fixed on 3 (Nf(L) - Nj,L)) = dNf(L) U dNj,L) and can therefore be extended

to all of W" by making it the identity outside N}(L) - Ñ},L). Call this map ¿p:

W" -+ W". Then/ = ^ ° f: M" -> W" will be the desired map, where ÑfLL) -

■^/(L) u ^'(^/(z.) x [-1» 0])- It is easily seen from the construction of/that

/ is homotopic to / by a homotopy / which is split at each level (i.e. /, sends

M" - L into W-f(L) for all /). Therefore, (f\Mn_L)#: irx(Mn - L)->

irx(W" - f(L)) is a monomorphism. Also the following diagram clearly

commutes:

M" - NL    -4     W" - %,)

hi ih

Mn - L       -4     W" - f(L)

The vertical arrows are inclusions which, by regular neighborhood theory, are

homotopy equivalences. The bottom horizontal map induces a

monomorphism on -nx and, therefore, the top map does also.   Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. Let f: (Af3, U) -* (W3, U') be a split degree one map of homology

3-spheres with U and U' handlebodies. Then f\iu: W-> W andf\u: U-+U'

are both degree one maps.

Proof. Let V and V denote the closed complements of U and U'. By

naturality of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence with respect to split maps we get

the following commutative diagram:

H3(U)@ H3(V) -* H3(Uu V)  4   H2(Un V) -» H2(U) © H2(V)^0

I 1 Ifi lh í

H3(U') ® H3(V) -j. H3(U' U V) ^ H2(U' n V) -* H2(U') © H2(V')-*0

The vertical maps are induced by/ The groups H3(U), H3(U'), H3(V) are all

zero (U, U', V, V are all compact 3-manifolds with boundary and, therefore,

have 2-dimensional spines). Of course, H2(U) and H2(U') are both 0, and/3 is

an isomorphism because/is of degree one. Also H2(U U V) = H2(U' U V)

= 0. First we show that 3' is an isomorphism. If it were not then by the

sequence H2(V) would necessarily have torsion. By Poincaré duality we have

H2(V) is isomorphic to HX(V, dV) and by the exact sequence of a pair (for

cohomology): Hx(V')<r- HX(V, 3F')<-0. So HX(V) must have torsion if

H2(V) does. But HX(V) = free part HX(V) 0 torsion part H0(V). So 3'

must be an isomorphism. Since 3 ' is an isomorphism, f2 ° 3 must also be an

isomorphism, which implies that/2 is a surjection. But any surjection of Z to

itself must be an isomorphism sof\UnV = f\wisof degree one.

That /Ij,: £/-* U' is of degree one now follows immediately from

naturality of the exact sequence of a pair. Explicitly we have

0    ->     H3(U,W)      -*    H2(dU)     -»    0

i 1
0    -»    H3(U',W)     -*    H2(dU')     -»    0

The vertical arrow on the right has been shown to be an isomorphism so the

one on the left is also an isomorphism.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Any degree one proper map of a handlebody to a handlebody of the

same genus is properly homotopic to a homeomorphism.

Proof. See Lemma 1.1 [12].

Lemma 4. Let f: U ̂ > V be a proper map from a handlebody to a compact

3-manifold with boundary which is homeomorphic to the closed complement of a

handlebody in S3. If f\3u is a homeomorphism, then f is homotopic to a

homeomorphism keepingf\wfixed.

Proof. See Hempel [6, Theorem 4].
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Lemma 5. Let X and Y be homology (n — \)-spheres andf: 2A" -» 2 Y be a

degree one (in dimension n) proper map of suspensions. Then the map (//2)a:

A--» Y, which is obtained by composing the maps ia: X->2A' — {p0, p,},

/aW = (x,a),/|^_{,ojPi}:2A--{p0,p1}->2y-{a0,a,}=rx(-l,l)

and <p: Y X (— 1, 1) -» Y,projection, is a degree one map.

Proof. It is easily seen that (//2)„ is homotopic to (//2)a- for any a', so it

is sufficient to demonstrate the lemma for (//2)0.

First it can be shown that / is homotopic through proper maps to a map /'

such that

f'~x(Yx[0, \}/Y X (1}) = X X[0, 1]/A- X {1}

and

/'-'(yx[-l,0]/yx{-l}) = A-x[-l,0]/A-x{-l}.

The proof is left to the reader.

Looking at the Mayer-Vietoris sequence obtained by splitting 2A" into

X x [0, 1]/A" X {1} and X X [-1,0]/A* X (-1) and 27 similarly, and

noting that /' respects the splitting, we get the following commutative

diagram by naturality of the exact sequence for homology:

0 = h„(x x[o, i}/x x [\})®h„(x x[-l,0]/Jf x {-l})-//,(2jr)-»ff,.,(Jf x {0}) ̂ o

0 = H„(Y X[0, l]/Y X {1}) ®H„(Y x[-l,0]/r X {-1}) ->H„(ZY)-*H„_,(Y X {0})-0.

The vertical maps are induced by /'. Since the /' is homotopic to /, the

vertical arrow on the left is an isomorphism, and, hence, the one on the right

is also an isomorphism.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 6. Let (7,, LJ be a P.L. pair, <p: C(7,)-»[£, 1] the P.L. map

defined linearly with <p(L,) = e and q>(p) = 1 (p, the cone point, and 7, C

C(LX) as the base of the cone), and\l>: 7-» C^^ a P.L. homeomorphism with

\p(q) = p. Also, let Ik q be the link of q in a second derived subdivision of a

triangulation of K making $ simplicial. Then for e' in (e, 1) sufficiently close to 1

there is a P.L. homeomorphism of pairs

h: (<p-x[e, e'],<p-x[e,e'] n C(72))^[e, e'] X (L„ L2)

such that «i>(lk q) C <p~l[e, e'] andh(^(fk q)) = {(e + e')/2} X L2.

Proof. The proof is an easy application of regular neighborhood theory

and is left to the reader.

4. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Both Theorems 1 and 2 are proved by

induction on « starting with n = 0. They parallel each other very closely so

we first present the case n = 0 for Theorem 2, then the case n = 0 for

Theorem 1. The induction steps are then given in the same order.
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Proof of Theorem 2 for « = 0. We have a split map w: (M3, K) -» S3.

By Lemma 1, this map w is homotopic to a split map (which we continue to

call u) u>: (A/3, i/)->(S3, U') where (in this case) U is one of the hand-

lebodies in a Heegaard splitting of A/3. The new map must, of course, also be

of degree one, so from Lemma 2, we can conclude that w^: t/-» U' is of

degree one. By Lemma 3, u\ v is properly homotopic to a homeomorphism u'.

Consider the homotopy restricted to u\dU-dv (where V is the other hand-

lebody). This homotopy of u>\iv: ûV-±W (where V is the complement of

U') can be extended to a homotopy of u>\v: V-* V by the homotopy

extension property for polyhedral pairs where the pair is (V, dV). a' can then

be extended to all of M3 so that w': (A/3, U)-*(S3, U') is split with <o'|y a

homeomorphism. But by Lemma 4 we may replace co'|K with a

homeomorphism which is the same as u' on dV. We then have a

homeomorphism from M3 to S3.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1 for n = 0. We have a split degree one map <o:

(A/3, K) -* (S3, L) with (o\„>-K)#: ir,(A/3 - K) -> tt,(S3 - L) a

monomorphism. By Lemma 1 we may replace this map by a new split degree

one map (still denoted by co) <o: (A/3, NK)-^>(S3, NL) such that (u\Mi-N )#:

mx(M3 — NK)-*-nx(S3 - NL) is a monomorphism. Applying Lemma 2 and

proceeding as in the proof for Theorem 2 we may also ensure that u\N :

NK -» NL is a homeomorphism.

Now consider the compact 3-manifold with boundary, M3 — NK. Suppose

Q3 G M3 - NK is a compact submanifold with 3g3 » S2. Applying Van

Kampen's theorem and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the triple

(M3, Q3, M3 — Q3), it is seen that Q3 is 1-connected and has trivial

homology. By the Hurewicz and Whitehead theorems we then conclude that

Q3 is a homotopy ball (i.e. contractible). By Kneser's decomposition theorem

for 3-manifolds [7] we may assume that M3 — (NK u ß3) is irreducible (i.e.

that there is only one homotopy ball in M3 — NK which is not a standard ball

and that it is Q3). Denote M3 - NK by W and let W' be the irreducible

3-manifold obtained by replacing Q3 by a standard ball, B3. We certainly

can construct a proper homotopy equivalence q: B3' -> Q3 such that q\3By is a

homeomorphism. We may then extend to a map q: W' -» W which is a

homeomorphism away from B3.

Consider the proper map w ° q: W' -» S3 - NL. It is a homeomorphism on

dW' and induces a monomorphism on irx. By the same argument that was

applied to W, S3 — NL must be irreducible if it contains no homotopy balls

which are not standard balls. The Schoenflies theorem implies that this is the

case so both W' and S3 — NL are irreducible. By Lemma 2 of [9], <o ° q is

homotopic to a homeomorphism (leaving 311" fixed). Denote this

homeomorphism by (to » q)' and the manifold W' U w NK by A/3' (i.e. the
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manifold obtained from M3 by replacing Q3 with a standard ball), (w ° q)'

can, of course, be extended to a split homeomorphism ft: (M3', NK) ->

(S3, NL). Therefore K can be engulfed in A/3'. Since K does not intersect B3,

the ball which engulfs K can be chosen to avoid B3. Therefore, K can be

engulfed in A/3.   Q.E.D.

Proof of the Induction Step for Theorem 2. The problem is to show

that, given a map «„: 2nA/3 -* Sn+3, satisfying the given conditions, there

exists a map «„_,: 2n_IAi3-» Sn+2 satisfying the corresponding conditions

for « - 1. First we can assume that w„: 21(2n~,A/3)-»21S"l+2 is a proper

map of suspensions. For if {q0, qx) are the suspension points of 21S"I+2 let ft:

Sn+3 -* S"+3 be a P.L. homeomorphism sending o>„(q¿) top0 and a„(qx) top,

(note that since u„\^K is an embedding, <o„(z70) ¥= <o„(?,)).

Then (h ° wn)~\p¡) = ?, because (u>~x » «JlW) = 2"/:. Therefore,

A o <o„: 21(2"~1M3)->215'n+2 is a proper map of suspensions. We have

2"53 = (2"-I53X[-l, lD/p,sowecandefineamap<p:2''S3-*[-l, 1] by

projection onto the second coordinate. Let e be the vertex nearest 1 in [— 1, 1]

in a second derived subdivision of <p. Then <p-1(«) must be the link of p, in

the triangulation of 2"S3 and <p~x(e) n (¿„(VK) is the link of px in the

triangulation of w„(2nAr). The star neighborhood of p, is the cone over the

link of p, so we have <p~x([e, 1]) = C(<p_1(e)) (again C denotes cone).

<p~x(e) = 2"_15'3 and, because w~'(p,) = qx, regular neighborhood theory

for polyhedra implies that <p~'(e) n ton(2"A) is P.L. homeomorphic to ~E"K.

From the definition of ç> it is clear that <p|v-i(je,iT>: C(2"_l,S'3)->[e, 1] is the

linear map obtained by sending 2n_1S3 to e andp, (the cone point) to 1. In

our application of Lemma 6, qx, <p|9-i([e,i])> 2"_153, <p-I(e) n <o„(2'17l), and

"Js-zfnK o ̂ -'aejü wiU p!ay the roles of q, <p, Lx, L2 and uV, respectively.

Take a triangulation of 2"M3 sufficiently fine so that <o„(lk qx) c

<P~X([£> !])• Choose e' sufficiently close to 1 not only for the application of

Lemma 6 but so that con(lk qx) c <p-I([e, £'])• This can be done since w„_I(Fi)

= qx and Ik z7, is compact. The link of Qx in ?.nK is Ik z7, n 2"AT, which will

play the role of Ik q in Lemma 6. Also note that

<p-1([e,e'])ncon(2"/:)

= <p-1([e)£'])nc((P-I(£)nco/I(2''A:)).

From Lemma 6 we then have a P.L. homeomorphism:

A:(<p-'([£,e']),<p-,([e,£'])nzon(2''Ä:))

->[e, e'] X (2"-,53,<p-,(£) n co„(2"A))

with

A(«fl(lk 9, n 2»*)) = {(e + 0/2} X[ç,-«(e) n "„(2^)]
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and, furthermore, w„(lk qx) c <p  '(Je, e']). Now let

$: (2"-1Af3,2"- XK) -* (Ik qx, Ik qx n 2"-17)

be a P.L. homeomorphism of pairs (which exists by regular neighborhood

theory). The desired map will be

un_x = p ° h o un o (p-. (2"-'A/3, 2"-XK)

^(2"-153,9-,(e)ncon(2"7))

where

p:[e,e']x['2l''-xS3,<p-x(e)nUn(I,''K)]

^[2"->53, <p~x(e) nw„(2"7)]

is projection. That p ° h ° w„ ° O is of degree one follows from Lemma 5. It is

clearly a split map and a P.L. homeomorphism on 2"7.   Q.E.D.

Proof of the Induction Step for Theorem 1. The construction of u„_x is

the same as for Theorem 2, but, in addition, we must show that if

KU>-2»*)*: ^i(2"M3 - 2"7) -* Trx(S»+3 - <on(2"7))

is a monomorphism, then

fc-.|x-*'---*)#: ^-'A/3 - 2-'7)

-^7r(5"+2-ion_1(2"-17))

is also a monomorphism.

First note that if (7,, 72) is a P.L. pair, then 27, — 272 is P.L.

homeomorphic to R X (7, — 7j) and the homeomorphism can be chosen to

send 7, — 72 onto {0} X (7, — 7^. It follows that the inclusion 7, — 72 c

27, — 272 is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, the inclusion of

2""XM3 - 2n-I7 into 2"Af3 - 2"7 is a homotopy equivalence. By regular

neighborhood theory we have a P.L. homeomorphism of triples

H: (2"A/3, Ik a„ Ik a, n 2"7) -> (2"A/3, 2"-'A/3, 2"-'7).

Therefore, the inclusion

/: Ik a, - (Ik a, n 2"7) -> 2"A/3 - ~Z"K

is also a homotopy equivalence. Let

/: rp-'([£, e']) n (5n+3 - tófl(2"7)) -* S"+3 - io„(2"7)

be inclusion. We then have a commutative square:
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2"Af3 - 2"7 ""^-v* s»+3 _ ^(£"7)

'î V

lk qx - (1k a, n VK)***"??™ <p-\[e, e']) X (5»+3 - con(2«7)).

/ is a homotopy equivalence and («„l^ws-s»*)* a monomorphism by

assumption, so it follows that (ujyvii'-z"* ° 0# is a monomorphism. There-

fore, (/ ° "„l^ç^dkç^^^))* is a monomorphism and, hence,

(un\ikÇ,-okq,n^K))# is also a monomorphism. «„-^-.^^„-i* is the

composition of the following maps:

2"-XM3 - 2"-xkX lk a, - (lk a, n 2"7)

^<p-1([e,e'])n(S"+3-Wn(2"7))

^> [e,e'] X (2"-'53 -[rp-'(e) n <o„(2"7)])

^2"-,53-[<p-,(e)niofl(2"7)].

$ and « are homeomorphisms and p projection so they induce isomorphisms

on mx. Therefore the composition is a monomorphism.   Q.E.D.

Corollaries 1 and 2 are immediate from Theorems 1 and 2 and Definition

2.

5. Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.

Proof of Theorem 3. If M3 is a homotopy 3-sphere and K c M3 a P.L.

embedded circle, let 73 c M3 be a P.L. ball intersecting 7 in a single pointp

(in 373). Let M3' = M3 - È3. Siebenmann [11] states that there exists a

homeomorphism w: 22Az-3' -» 75 (the standard 5-ball). Suspending once we

get a homeomorphism (still denoted by co) w: 23Af3' -> B6. Since 23(3M3') is

a P.L. 5-sphere, the homeomorphism «l^a^: 23(3Af3/) -*376 is isotopic to

a P.L. homeomorphism (by the stable homeomorphism theorem of Kirby

[13]). By the standard collaring trick we can therefore assume <o|Z3(3M3^ is a

P.L. homeomorphism. By coning w^^s,) we can extend it to a P.L.

homeomorphism of balls and, therefore, can extend w to a homeomorphism

w: 23Af3 -> S6 such that cô|23B3 is P.L. In particular, w is P.L. on 23p (a

3-disk). By suspending w we get a homeomorphism (still denoted by <3) <3:

2W3->5"+3 for any n > 3. Furthermore, letting a: (Sn+3, w(2'p))^

(Sn+3, D") be a P.L. homeomorphism of pairs (which exists because the

codimension is 3), we have a homeomorphism a ° S3: (2"M3, 2"p) -»

(Stt+3, D") (where (5n+3, D") is the standard pair).

Next we show that 2"A/3/2np is a P.L. sphere of dimension n + 3. In order

to show that a polyhedron is a P.L. manifold of dimension n + 3 it is

sufficient to show that the boundary of the P.L. regular neighborhood of

every point is P.L. homeomorphic to the standard P.L. sphere of dimension

n + 2. It is clear from the definition of suspension that the only point in
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2"A/3/2',p we need worry about is 2"p/2'p. Let Ñ denote the boundary of

the P.L. regular neighborhood of IPp/IPp in ITM/lPp. It follows from the

definition of 2"A/3/2np that Ñ is P.L. bicollared in 2"A/3 - 2^. Ñ X R1 is
then a P.L. manifold. A regular neighborhood of Ñ in Ñ X R1 is Ñ X

[-1, 1]. Its boundary is NX { — 1, 1} and therefore Ñ must be a P.L.

manifold. We previously established a homeomorphism of the pairs

(2"Af3,2"p) and (S"+3, D") and therefore a homeomorphism between

2"A/3/2"p and Sn+3/D", which is in turn homeomorphic to Sn+3. There-

fore, 2"M3/2'jt> is a triangulated manifold homeomorphic to Sn+3. The link

of a vertex in a triangulated manifold has the homotopy type of a sphere [10,

p. 124] so Ñ is a homotopy sphere and, therefore, by the higher dimensional

Poincaré conjecture, a P.L. sphere. Thus, 2"A/3/2'Jp is a P.L. manifold

homeomorphic to Sn+3, so, by the uniqueness of the P.L. structure on 5n+3,

there is a P.L. homeomorphism 9: 2"M3/'2np -» Sn+3.

Alternate argument. One can also show Ñ is a P.L. sphere in the following

way. It is seen by inspection that N is the boundary of the regular neigh-

borhood of 2> in 2"A/3 and byjurther inspection that this is (Â73 X S"~x)

Ösm'xd" (3A/3 X D"), where M3 is a homotopy ball obtained from M3 by

deleting the interior of a standard ball in A/3. It is easily demonstrated, using

Van Kampen's theorem, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, the Hurewicz theorem

and the Whitehead theorem, that the above union is a homotopy sphere and,

hence, a standard sphere for n > 3.

In the following diagram, /„: X/A -> Y/B will denote the map induced

from/: (A", A) -» (Y, B). Also let e = tS^i ÇZ"K, 2^) -> (w(2"ä:), w(2»), r:
Sn+3/Dn-+Sn+3 he a P.L. homeomorphism and denote A = r ° a*. We

then have the diagram:

e(S"+1)le(Dn)

-L"K/Xnp = S"+1/D
P.L,

CO*
pnj/3/vH:-1^ Ç"J+3j♦ 2"M3/S"p-► Sn+3/e(D")

DOES NOT

COMMUTE

?n + 3
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The homeomorphism <p = 0 ° co \ ° h ' satisfies «p ° A ° e, = 0 ° /„ which

is a P.L. embedding of S"+x/D" in Sn+3. Therefore, h ° et is tame and,

using Conjecture 1„, e is tame. Therefore, by Corollary 1, K, an arbitrary loop

in M3, can be engulfed and hence, by Bing's characterization of S3 [2], M3 is

the 3-sphere.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3 except

that Corollary 2 is used in place of Corollary 1. In addition, the ball 73 in M3

is chosen to intersect e(K) at p, the wedge point. The condition Sn+3 —

e(2"7) homeomorphic to R" X H is satisfied if e: 7-» Ai3 is the inclusion of

the spine of one of the handlebodies in a Heegaard splitting of Af3 because

A/3 — e(K) is homeomorphic to H.   Q.E.D.
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